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What is a cookie? A cookie is a small piece of information stored in a text file on a computer,
smartphone or other device, hereinafter referred to as the “User device”, making it possible to
remember the flow of information between the Internet service and a browser. It has a range of
functions influencing the comfort of website viewing. Usually, cookie includes the name of the website
it originates from, the time of its storage on the User device and a unique number.
What is cookie used for? A cookie is designed to monitor the User’s behaviour on the website, thus
we may facilitate the user to navigate the website. It also remembers the User’s preferences, which
may be used while displaying properly adjusted editorial content. The data provided by the User or
collected in an automated fashion are used for:
a. proper Service functioning, configuration, security and reliability,
b. session status monitoring,
c. adjusting the information displayed to the preferences of the User,
d. analysis, statistics, research and audit of Service views.
What types of cookies are used? Within the www.acerin.pl service, hereinafter referred to as the
„Service”, the following cookies are used:
a. Session cookies – they are active only while viewing the Service pages, thus enabling their
proper operation.
b. Permanent cookies – they remain in the User device after visiting the Service, which means
that the website may remember the user settings when he/she visits the Service. Therefore,
the page becomes easier for the User to navigate and remembers his/her preferences. This
type of cookies is stored on the User device for the time defined in the cookie’s parameters or
as long as the User does not delete them.
c. Third-party cookies – they enable to define the User preferences and thus displaying relevant
adverts on the third-party websites. They also measure a given website traffic.
How to disable the use of cookies? As a standard, the software used for website viewing enables the
saving of cookies on the user device. The service users may change the cookie settings at any time. To
disable the automatic support of cookies in the browser settings or inform about each transmission to
the User device, relevant changes to the browser settings should be made. Detailed information about
the possibilities and ways of cookies support are available in software settings (browser). However,
changing the browser settings may cause limitations of website operation and using its resources.
What else should I know? When the User uses the Service, the User data are collected automatically.
The data include: IP address, domain name, browser type, operating system type. The data may be
collected by cookies and cookies of the following suppliers: Google Analytics, Facebook, HotJar,
Megiteam and may be saved in the server logs. By using the Service, the User expresses his/her
consent to place cookies on his/her computer/other user device for the purposes defined in the herein
cookie policy.

By using the Service, the User expresses his/her consent to place cookies on his/her computer/other user
device for the purposes defined in the herein cookie policy.

